In railway networks, stations are probably the most critical points for interconnecting trains’ routes: in a restricted geographical area, a potentially large number of trains have to stop according to an official timetable, with the concrete risk of accumulating delays that can then have a knock-on effect on the rest of the network. In this context, in-station train dispatching plays a central role in maximising the effective utilisation of available railway infrastructures and in mitigating the impact of incidents and delays. Unfortunately, in-station train dispatching is still largely handled manually by human operators in charge of a group of stations.

In this paper we make a step towards supporting the operator with some automatic tool, by describing an approach for performing in-station dispatching by means of automated planning techniques. Given the mixed discrete-continuous nature of the problem, we employ PDDL+ for the specification of the problem, and the ENHSP planning engine enhanced by domain-specific solving techniques. Results on a range of scenarios, using real-data of a station of the North West of Italy, show the potential of our approach.

Introduction

Railways play a significant economical role in our society for transporting either goods or passengers, but the increasing volume of people and freight transported on railways is congesting the networks (Bryan, Weisbrod, and Martland 2007). Within a railway network, stations are probably the most critical points for interconnecting trains’ paths. This is because, in a station, a number of trains need to stop according to a given timetable, and a number of possible routes are thus occupied, with the concrete risk of accumulating delays, that may boil down to cost penalties and inconveniences for passengers. In the context of railway stations, one of the main problems is how to mitigate delays and deal with incidents with the aim of minimising their overall negative impacts. This problem is generally defined as in-station train dispatching and plays a pivotal role to maximise the capacity of the railway infrastructures. Unfortunately, still today, this problem is handled manually by experienced operators in charge of a large set of connected stations. These operators are in charge of monitoring the conditions, and to give instructions to train conductors with regards to the path to follow, and the platform to reach (if needed). This job is currently receiving very limited support by the railway control systems which provide an abstract overview of the traffic conditions of the station focusing mainly on the safety of the passengers.

In this paper we concentrate on the in-station train dispatching problem and make a significant step towards supporting the operator with a tool able to solve the problem in an automated way by means of automated planning. Given the mixed discrete-continuous nature of the problem, we employ PDDL+ (Fox and Long 2006) for the specification of the models. Notably, PDDL+ has been already successfully exploited in a number of application domains including UAV manoeuvring (Ramírez et al. 2018), battery management (Fox, Long, and Magazzeni 2012), and urban traffic control (McCluskey and Vallati 2017). Given the complexity and the characteristics of the railway application domain, we extended the state-of-the-art planning engine ENHSP (Scala et al. 2016, 2020) with customised techniques such as an adaptive notion of delta, a domain-specific heuristic, and a set of ad-hoc constraints.

For evaluating our solution, we considered real-world historical data of a medium-sized railway station from North-West of Italy provided by Rete Ferroviaria Italiana (RFI), and tested our approach in a large number of scenarios. Results show the potentiality of our solution in each of the evaluated scenario; in particular, our solution (i) models historical data in an accurate way, (ii) is in general able to (partially) absorb delays that trains may have when entering the station, and (iii) can support in evaluating an increment of the railway station capacity. Further, our analysis shows that the proposed extended ENHSP outperforms significantly the basic ENHSP on the instances of this domain.

Research Context

The broader topic of train traffic control in railway networks deals with the problem of finding appropriate routes for trains in order to respect a given official timetable. The traffic control topic can be divided into two main areas: line...
dispatching and the in-station train dispatching. The former considers the overall railway network and focuses on the routing between different railway stations, while the latter is focused on the routing of trains inside a specific station. An orthogonal problem is the generation of the train timetables which involves knowledge at both railway network and station levels.

With respect to line dispatching, Lee and Chen (2009) introduced an heuristic-based approach for tackling the problem of finding routes for train while generating an overall timetable. Böcker, Lind, and Zirkler (2001) explored the use of a multi-agent scheduling system considering the railway transport system as a case study. On the topic of multi-agent, more recently Atzmon, Diei, and Rave (2019) exploited multi-agent path finding to search for a route for a set of trains from a given origin point to a required individual destination. A different line of work exploits problem decomposition, where a master-slave algorithm is used to control the train traffic of large railway networks (Lamorgese and Mannino 2013, 2015; Lamorgese, Mannino, and Piacentini 2016).

For what concerns instead in-station train dispatching, Mannino and Mascis (2009) introduced a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model for controlling a metro station. Their experimental analysis demonstrated the ability of the proposed technique to effectively control a metro station but also highlighted scalability issues when it comes to control the much larger and more complex railway stations. More recently, Kumar et al. (2018) introduced a constraint programming model for performing in-station train dispatching in a large Indian terminal: this approach demonstrates to be able to deal with a large railway station, at the cost of considering very short time horizons (less than 10 minutes) and station-specific optimisations.

Given the complexity of the train dispatching problem, many works focused on related sub-problems or on a more abstract formulation of the overall problem. For example, Rodriguez (2007) formulated a constraint programming model for performing train scheduling at a junction, which shares some of the characteristics of a station, but does not include platforms and stops. Differently from Rodriguez (2007), a number of works (Cardillo and Mione 1998; Billionnet 2003; Chakroborty and Vikram 2008) focused on the problem of assigning trains to available platforms, given the timetable and a set of operational constraints. Taking another perspective, Caprara et al. (2010) focused on the identification and evaluation of recovery strategies in case of delays. These strategies include actions such as the use of different platforms or alternative paths.

Finally, the problem of generating train timetables can be further divided into two different levels. The first one, the planning level, consists in generating the railway network timetable over a long period of time (in general seasonal); the resulting timetable is then visible to the passengers. The second one, the operational level, focus on timetable rescheduling which is the daily task of the operators of adjusting the timetable in case of disruptions, maintenance, or addition of trains (usually freight trains). Problems at the first level can be naturally expressed as constraint satisfaction problems. The vast majority of works on this topic exploits MILP models, while considering different set of constraints and different levels of detail (Caprara, Fischetti, and Toth 2002; Barrena et al. 2014; Cacchiani, Furini, and Kidd 2016). A number of domain-specific approaches have also been introduced, and the interested reader is referred to Cacchiani and Toth (2012) for an extensive review of the field. The literature on the second level is much more variegated but less extensive, given the multifaceted nature of the problem to be addressed. D’Ariano, Paciarielli, and Pranzo (2007) introduced a branch and bound algorithm to recompute a conflict-free and feasible timetable, given the current network conditions. A method to avoid conflicts and to early identify unfeasible timetable schedules is presented by D’Ariano, Pranzo, and Hansen (2007). Finally, given a timetable and a current set of delayed trains, Corman et al. (2012) focused on algorithms to explore the trade-off between cancelling trains to reduce congestion and delays, and the inconvenience caused to passengers due to missed connections and limited service.

The In-Station Train Dispatching Problem

We now describe the in-station train dispatching problem, following the formalisation introduced by Lamorgese and Mannino (2015).

A railway station can be represented as a graph, composed by a set of connected track segments, the minimal controllable rail units. Their status can be checked via track circuits, that provide information about occupation of the segment and about corresponding timings. Track segments can be divided into two classes, stopping points and interlocking. A stopping point is a track segment in which a train can stop: this is if there is a connected platform, or at the entrance and the exit point of the railway station. Entry points are segments where the train stops before being allowed into the station (or queues behind other trains); similarly, exit points allow the train to leave the station and enter the outside railway network. Interlocking track segments are segments where a train is not allowed to stop. Sequences of connected track segments are organised in itineraries; this is manually done by experts of the specific railway station. Figure 1 provides a schematic representation of part of the Italian railway station we use in our experimental analysis. In the figure, track segments and platforms are easily recognizable, and flags are used to indicate initial and ending points of itineraries.

A track segment can be occupied by a single train at the
time. For safety reasons, a train is required to reserve an itinerary, and this can be done only if the itinerary is currently not being used by another train. While a train is navigating the itinerary, the track segments left by the train are released. This is done to allow trains to early reserve itineraries even if they share a subset of the track segments.

A train going through the controlled railway station is running a route in the station graph, by reserving an itinerary and moving through the corresponding track segments. In the common case of passenger trains, the route contains one or more track segments connected with a platform. Also, if the train enters (exits) the station, the path will contain an entry (exit) point. Cases where either exit or entrance are missing from a train route include Origin trains, that are those whose route starts from the controlled railway station and Destination trains, that terminate at the controlled station.

A timetable is the schedule that includes information about when trains arrive at the controlled station, when they arrive at a platform, and the time when they leave a platform. We are now in the position to define the in-station train dispatching problem as follows: Given a railway station infrastructure, a set of trains and their current position within the station or their time of arrival at the controlled station, find a route for every train that allows to respect the provided timetable, as much as possible.

The PDDL+ Domain Model

In this section, we introduce and specify the PDDL+ model we designed for dealing with the problem described in the previous section.

Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of how actions and events are interleaved with regards to different potential states of a train: Parallelograms indicate train states, grey rectangles indicate operators, and white rectangles indicate events. Train states are not explicitly represented in the PDDL+ model, but they can help understanding the structure and the dynamics of the encoding. In particular, a train can be: Approaching, ready to enter the controlled station; Origin, train that originates from the controlled station – so the train is stopped at a platform; Destination, the train terminates at the station; Intermediate stop, the train is currently stopped at a platform, and the station is one of its calling points, and finally Left indicates that the train has left the controlled railway station.

The core of the proposed PDDL+ encoding is the way in which the movement of trains in the railway station is modelled and controlled. The operators Enter Station, Leave Origin, and Begin Overlap are all allowing the corresponding train to reserve an itinerary and to start moving on it. They have differences in terms of preconditions and effects, as they deal with trains in different logical states. For instance, the Enter Station operator can be used only by a train that is at an entry point, one of the effects is that the train is no longer approaching the train station, but is navigating through the controlled station. The use of these operators trigger a process that is used to model the time needed by the train to reach the end of the itinerary. Over time, track segments of the itinerary that are not occupied by the train anymore, are released via the Completed Track Segment events.

Notably, when a train reaches the end of an itinerary, it is still occupying part of its segment tracks: the precise number depends on the type of train, and on the length of the segments. The Begin Overlap operator is used by a train moving between two subsequent itineraries of the station, to take into account the “overlapping” time needed by a train to completely leave the previous itinerary.

Figure 2 also shows the Exit Station operator, that is used to allow a train that reached an exit point to actually leave the station and release the occupied track segments, and the Begin Stop operator, that is used to stop a train at a platform to allow the disembarking/embarking of passengers. The duration of the stop is variable: each type of train has a minimum time that is required to stop to safely allow the movement of passengers; further, a train is not allowed to leave a platform before its timetabled leaving time. This is encoded in the corresponding action using appropriate pre-conditions. Finally, the Reach Destination operator is used to model the fact that a destination train has terminated, and should not move any further.

Dedicated processes, not shown in Figure 2 for the sake of readability, are used to keep track of the time spent by a train: (i) navigating an itinerary; (ii) overlapping, i.e., mov-
A planning problem is specified in terms of the initial location of trains, and of the required goal state. Figure 4 provides and excerpt of the PDDL+ description of the initial and goal states for two hypothetical trains; T1 that is yet to arrive at the controlled station, and has to do an intermediate stop before leaving, and T2 that originates from the controlled station. In the case of T1, the entry point is described (EP1), and the goal indicates that the train has to enter the station (trainHasEnteredStation), to do a stop at the station (trainIsStopping) and has to leave the station via a specified exit point (trainExitsStationAt). The time in which T1 arrives at the station is not specified in the problem model, as it is encoded via a grounded event in the domain model. After the specified amount of time, the AtEntryPoint event corresponding to T1 is triggered, and the train can then be controlled by the planning engine. As soon as the train enters the station, the corresponding action can be executed by the planning engine – the action for train T1 is shown in Figure 3. Beside other functions used to measure the time spent by the train navigating the station or stopping at platforms, there is also a trainStayInStation function, that is used to monitor the overall time spent by the train in the station, and to force the planning engine to optimise routes and stops. This has been done for avoiding undesired behaviours such as trains waiting at entry or exit points – which creates congestion and can have a knockout effect on the rest of the railway network. While the way in which goals are encoded for each train can be seen as redundant, at least in terms of PDDL+, this has been done for supporting the heuristic search, as described in the corresponding section.

Figure 4 also shows the initial state specification of train T2: this train originates from the controlled station, and is initially stopped at platform SI. The platform is therefore occupied (stopIsOccupied), as well as the corresponding track segments (trackSegBlocked) cdb12 and cdb13.
For this train, the only goal is to leave the station within a given time limit.\footnote{Anonymised example domain and problem models can be found at https://github.com/matteocarde/icaps2021}

**Forward Heuristic Search for Train Dispatching**

The ENHSP planning engine (Scala et al. 2016, 2020) has been used to solve in-station train dispatching problems encoded in PDDL+. ENHSP is a modular planning engine, and includes a range of off-the-shelf search and heuristic techniques. Overall, ENHSP is a forward search planning engine that deals with continuous processes using the Discretise and Validate approach, where the continuous model is initially discretised, then solved, and finally the found solution is validated against the original continuous model. Discretisation is done on the basis of a given delta, that controls the execution, planning, and validation processes of the planning engine. The delta for execution and planning is used to define, respectively, how often the planning engine is updating the state of the world checking for events and processes, and how often the planning engine is allowed to take a planning decision. The off-the-shelf version of ENHSP proved to be capable of solving prototypical instances, hence demonstrating the feasibility of the approach. To allow ENHSP to solve large and complex PDDL+ in-station train dispatching problems, we then leveraged on its modularity and specialised its behaviour in three ways: we designed an adaptive notion of execution and planning delta, we introduced a domain-specific heuristic, and we added three constraints to prune unpromising areas of the search space.

**Adaptive Delta**

In the proposed PDDL+ model, it is possible to know a priori when events will be triggered. For Approaching trains, the moment in which the AtEntryPoint event will be triggered is given in the ground formulation. All the other events are the result of actions executed by the planning engine, and the moment in which they will be triggered is only related to the time in which the corresponding action has been executed. This implies that there is no need to use a fixed execution and planning delta, but the delta value can be adjusted according to when the next event will be triggered, or an action will be available. From a planning perspective, it is useless to consider all the steps in between, because the state of the world does not change. This is similar in principle to the approach exploited by decision-epoch planning engines for dealing with temporal planning problems (Cushing, Kamhampati, and Weld 2007).

We designed an Adaptive Delta Queue, that is initialised as shown in Algorithm 1. Taking into account the set of ground events $E$, ground actions $A$, and the initial state description $I$, it is possible to identify when to stop the execution to take decisions and update the state of the world. Given the proposed PDDL+ model, in the function Generate Initial Queue it is straightforward to extract the time at which an AtEntryPoint event will be triggered, and the earliest time at which an action Leave Origin will be available. Similarly, it is straightforward to check the presence of trains already in the controlled station, and identify the time of the corresponding events, if any. When an action is executed, a new queue $Q$ is created, and attached to the resulting search state. The function Extend Queue, shown in Algorithm 1, is used to extend the delta queue of the parent state $Q_p$ taking into account the events $TE$ that will be triggered by the applied action $a$, and their trigger time.

In each state, the next delta step is identified by considering the corresponding delta queue, and by picking up the time of the next event that will be triggered. Between two events, nothing will happen, so there is no need to generate and assess additional states.

**Specialised Heuristic**

Following the traditional A* settings, the cost of a search state $s$ is calculated as $f(s) = g(s) + h(s)$, where $g(s)$ represents the cost to reach $s$, while $h(s)$ provides an heuristic estimation of the cost needed to reach a goal state from $s$. In our specialisation, $g(s)$ is calculated as the elapsed modelled time from the initial state to $s$. The $h(s)$ is a heuristic calculated according to Equation 1:

$$h(s) = \sum_{t \in N} (\text{reachTime}(t) + \text{penalisation}(t)) \quad (1)$$

where $N$ is the set of trains of the given problem that did not yet achieve their goals at $s$. The reachTime method measures the time that, starting from the current position and using a Manhattan heuristic, the considered train needs to reach its final destination. The reachTime method returns 0 for trains that have not yet left their origin platform (origin trains) or not yet entered the controlled station (any other train). The penalisation method gives a very high penalisation value $P$ for each goal specified for the considered train $t$ that has not yet been satisfied at state $s$. For instance, considering the example provided in Figure 4, the train $T1$ has
initially a penalisation of $3 \times P$, because there are three goals related to the train that are not satisfied in the initial state.

In cases where several different states have the same heuristic value, our approach prioritises the application of the actions Leave Origin, Reach Destination and Exit Station, and penalises the use of the action Begin Stop for trains that are not required to stop (i.e., origin trains, trains that already made a stop, trains that are passing through the station but does not have to stop).

**Constraints**

Finally, the implemented constraints focus on the time spent by the trains. In particular, for every train $t$ of a given problem to solve, the following constraints are enforced.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{stayInStationTime}(t) & < \text{MaxStayInStation} \quad (2) \\
\text{fromArrivalTime}(t) & < \text{MaxFromArrival} \quad (3) \\
\text{stoppingTime}(t) & < \text{MaxStoppingTime} \quad (4)
\end{align*}
\]

Equation 2 indicates that a train is not allowed to stay in the station more than a given maximum value. Similarly, Equations 3 and 4 constraint, respectively, the time passed from the arrival of the train in the station, and the time spent stopping at a platform. The idea behind such constraints is to avoid situations where trains are left waiting for long periods of time, occupying valuable resources. The maximum times are calculated a priori, according to historical data, and depends on the structure of the railway station. Such constraints are also used to implement an anytime planning framework, able to generate solution of increasing quality over time. Starting from an initial value corresponding to worst case scenarios observed in historical data, the constraints’ value are then reduced if a plan is generated: this process is repeated until either the cutoff time is reached, or the planning engine returns that no solution can be found.

**Evaluation**

We tested the proposed PDDL+-based approach by exploiting the real-world data coming from the Italian railway network and provided by RFI. RFI provided the access to the data of 5 months (January to May 2020) of train movements of one medium-sized railway station of the Liguria region, situated in the North West of Italy. A subsection of the station is shown in Figure 1; the station has been anonymised, and the complete structure can not be provided due to confidentiality issues. For the same reason, train identifiers have been anonymised. The modelled station includes 130 track segments (out of which 34 are track switches), 107 itineraries, 10 platforms, 3 entry points, and 3 exit points. The average number of trains per day was $130$ before COVID-19-related lockdown and 50 after movement restrictions were enforced in Italy. As described in the corresponding section, the PDDL+ models provide a full ground description of the problem to solve. The size of the considered problems, represented as the sum of actions, processes and events, ranges from approx. 300 to 1,200.

The travel times information needed by the PDDL+ model, e.g., the time needed by each train to complete a track segment, to leave a platform, maximum times, etc., were calculated by leveraging on historical data provided by RFI. The whole dataset of historical tracks’ travel times were clustered by a variety of features, such as train characteristics (e.g. passengers, freight, high speed, intercity, etc.), station transit characteristics (i.e. overall train trip inside the rail-network, and entry and exit points), weekdays, and weather conditions. According to the characteristics of the problem at hand, it is then possible to estimate the travel times of every train by assigning the average value of the times inside the corresponding cluster.

All the tests were run on a 2.5GHz Intel Core i7 Quad-processors with 16GB of memory made available and a Mac OS operating system. The cutoff time was set to 5 CPU-time minutes, but plans are usually generated in less than 30 seconds.

Validation of generated plans consisted of: (i) comparison with what would be expected in a common sense solution, by the visual inspection of the generated plans by a domain expert, and (ii) automated validation of the generated plans using the planner’s internal validator.

**Evaluation Scenarios**

We considered three evaluation scenarios, for assessing the capability of the approach to: (i) accurately model historical data; (ii) minimise delays, and (iii) increment the railway station capacity.

**Validation Against Historical Data.** As initial test, we investigated the accuracy of the proposed PDDL+ formulation for modelling historical data. In other words, we are interested in assessing if the PDDL+ formulation is capable of representing how the addressed in-station train dispatching problem is currently faced by the human operators. This step is fundamental for at least two reasons: (i) to ensure that the PDDL+ formulation is realistic and can capture all the nuances of the real-world application, and (ii) to support the use of historical plans as baseline for validation and comparison purposes. To perform this analysis, we selected the day – in February 2020, before the start of the COVID-19 lockdown in Italy – with the minimum mean squared deviation of recorded train timings from the official timetable. This was done to guarantee that no emergency operations were executed by the operators. We encoded the recorded happenings of that day under the form of a single PDDL+ plan, using the operators introduced in the corresponding section. We then successfully validated such a plan, using the ENHSP validator, against our PDDL+ model. Notably, the fact that the PDDL+ model can correctly model the real-world dynamics, implies that planning-based tools can be straightforwardly exploited, and the planning engine can provide an encompassing framework for comparing different strategies to deal with recurrent issues, and for testing new train dispatching solutions. This result already represent a significant leap forward for the state of the art of the application field.

**Minimisation of Delays.** The next step is to focus on the benefits that the proposed PDDL+-based approach can deliver when dealing with delayed trains. Here we performed two different sets of experiments. First, we assessed how the
plans generated with our technique compares with the strategies currently implemented in the considered train station, in order to assess the improvement over the state of the art. Second, we performed an extensive analysis aimed at quantifying the ability of the approach to cope with increasingly large widespread delay. In order to deal with the first aspect, we considered data collected between January and March, prior to the COVID-19 related lockdown, and identified all cases where at least one train was delayed with regards to the official timetable. As for the planning scenario, we considered a time window centred on the delayed train(s) and bounded by the first time where no trains are in movement in the controlled station. What falls inside such time window is encoded in the considered planning problem. This allows to consider the entirety of the context in which the delayed trains have to operate, thus maximising the comparability of the results. In total, 311 scenarios including one or more delayed trains were identified using the described technique. Overall results are presented in Figure 5, where scenarios are clustered, in bins of 30 seconds, according to the average recorded delay (x-axis). The clusters’ size vary between 2 (300 seconds delay) and 59 (30 seconds delay on average) instances; the number of trains per instance ranges between 1 and 12. Whiskers refer to the highest and lowest reduction in delay in the relative clustered recorded delay, while the box indicates the first, second, and third quartiles. Red is used to represent the median value. A value of 0 indicates that our approach performed exactly as the human operator in the recorded historical data; negative values on the y-axis indicate that we improved over the historical record. Results indicate that the PDDL+-based approach is never worse than the current strategy exploited at the controlled railway station, and that instead it is usually able to reduce the average delay. For instance, taking the clustered bin of 90 seconds, i.e. historical cases where trains were delayed by 90 seconds, our approach reduced the delay by up to 40 seconds. This is remarkable if we also take into account that the delay can be reduced only for trains that terminate or do an intermediate stop at the controlled station: there is no way to reduce the delay of trains that originate at the station – as they leave the platform late. By looking at the generated plans, our intuition is that the delay reduction is due to a better use of the available infrastructure, leading to shorter waiting times for trains entering the station.

To quantify the ability of our approach to handle delays we considered the peak hours time slots for the controlled railway station: (i) 06.30-09.30, with 24 moving trains, (ii) 12.00-14.30 with 17 trains, and (iii) 17.00-20.30 with 29 trains. (i) and (iii) include the commuters trains, while (ii) has a large number of trains used by students going home from school. Focusing on these three time slots, we selected the day, before the COVID-19 travel restrictions were put in operation, with the minimum mean squared deviation of recorded timings from the official timetable to be sure to have a levelled ground for performing the analysis. After that, we delayed every train of the considered time slot using a Gaussian-distributed delay $N(\mu, \sigma)$ with an increasing $\mu$ and a fixed $\sigma$ of 5 minutes. $\mu$ ranged from $-10$ to $+30$ minutes, with 5 minutes steps. For each value of $\mu$, we randomly generated 10 planning instances using a Monte Carlo approach to inject delays to all the trains of the instance. Average results over the 10 instances are then considered. Figure 6 shows the achieved performance, as the relationship between the injected delay and the final observed average delay, on the time slot 17.00-20.30. Results on the other time slots are analogous. The behaviour can be interpolated by a straight line with an angular coefficient of 0.72; in other words, our proposed approach is able to plan the movement of trains to absorb 28% of the injected delay. For example, considering an injected Gaussian delay of 500 seconds, the final measured average delay is of 350 seconds: the proposed approach is able to absorb almost two minutes of the initial delay. These results are of particular relevance since in the considered scenarios all the trains are delayed (which is a worst case scenario) and the approach is still capable of reducing the average delay by almost a third.

**Increment of the Railway Station Capacity.** For this scenario, we conducted a stress test with the aim of understanding if the proposed approach can lead to an increment of the

---

3In our analysis, a negative delay is used to model a train that is early with regards to the official timetable.
railway station capacity. Using the same settings exploited for the previous scenario, we add an increasingly large number of synthetically generated trains as follows. Considering historical data, we randomly selected a train that originates, terminates, or does an intermediate stop at the station. The arrival/departure time of this synthetically generated train is then scheduled in between of existing trains in the time slot. After that, the usual Gaussian distributed delay (as described in the previous paragraph) is injected. This process is repeated 10 times. Then, another train is synthetically generated and added restarting the above mentioned procedure. The results of this set of experiments are presented in Figure 7. Surprisingly, results presented in Figure 7 are very similar to those shown in Figure 6: the fact that the station is serving up to 25% more trains does not result in a reduced capacity of our approach of mitigating the injected delay. Consequently, the proposed approach seems to be very robust. When more than 7 trains are added in the considered time slot, the limited availability of entry/exit points and platforms makes impossible to generate in-station dispatching plans that allows to satisfy even very loose constraints on the maximum time a train is allowed to stay in the station, or to wait at an entry point. Even a visual inspection performed by RFI experts, and some attempts to manually generate some reasonably timed dispatching plans, did not lead to the generation of any sensible solution. This suggests that our approach is able to exploit the available infrastructure up to a very high level, possibly close to the physical limit of the railway station.

**Importance of the Domain-specific Extension.** Finally, a natural question that we want to answer is: what is the impact of the designed domain-specific extensions on ENHSP? For this purpose, we need to quantify the performance improvement that can be obtained by using the introduced domain-specific optimisations considering planning tasks involving an increasing number of trains to be controlled. Focusing on the evening peak hour, we start by considering a time window where a single train is arriving at the station. We then incrementally increase the size of the considered time window, in order to include a larger number of trains at every step, up to the point where all the evening peak hour is modelled.

Figure 8 shows the results of the performed analysis in terms of runtime needed by the systems to generate a single solution. The domain-independent version of ENHSP is not able to solve instances that involve more than 3 trains, within the given cutoff time of 300 seconds. On the contrary, the domain-specific extensions we introduced allow the planning engine to quickly solve challenging instances that involve all the trains managed by the modelled railway station during the evening peak hour. All the instances, also those considered for the other scenarios of this experimental analysis, are solved in less than 20 CPU-time seconds when the proposed domain-specific extension is in operation. Looking at the importance of the extensions, a preliminary analysis suggests that both the specialised heuristic and the adaptive delta have a comparably strong impact on performance, but what gives a significant boost is using them together. Constraints are helpful, but not as much.

**Conclusion**

In this paper we presented an automatic solution to the in-station train dispatching problem. We modelled the problem in PDDL+, and designed a set of domain-specific enhancements that allow the ENHSP planning engine to quickly solve large and complex instances. Results on real-world historical data of a medium-sized railway station from North-West of Italy, provided by RFI, show the potential of our approach on a wide range of scenarios. In particular, the proposed approach demonstrated the ability to reduce delays and to better exploit the available infrastructure – with the potential of allowing a station to serve a larger number of trains without the need for structural modifications.

As future work, we plan to assess more in depth the importance of the domain-specific extensions, and to evaluate our approach on different and more complex railway stations. Moreover, we are interested in extending our approach to support timetable generation, and to address also the line dispatching problem.
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